Assignment file marg24 Ontwerpstudio l maig24 Design Studio

learning outcomes

AN()OTHER GOODBYE

The learning outcomes illustrate the goals of the course of the assignment.
They can be found in the ECTS course description, which can be consulted
online (in Dutch / in English). The program-specific learning outcomes can
also be consulted online (in Dutch / in English).

Figure 1
L'origine de la peinture

contents and approach
Contents
Much has been written on the subject of ‘place attachment’ in a variety of
disciplinary fields such as phenomenology, environmental psychology and
architecture. It is commonly used to refer to the affective bond between
people and their environment, which is often intertwined with the social
relations that the place in question signifies.1

Note. By J.B. Regnault, 1785, painting, oil on canvas.
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These person-place bonds usually contribute to our wellbeing by providing
us with a sense of stability. However, this balance can also be disrupted
due to a change in one of the three dimensions of place attachment:
person, process or place.2,3 This design studio examines the intersections
between such disruptions and human experiences of loss. It does so by
exploring the role of ‘poiesis’ – i.e. our ability as humans (and as architects
in particular) to (re)shape our world – in the identification and
reconstruction of disrupted or lost spatial and personal attachments.4
Approach
Inspired by Regnault’s painting L’origine de la peinture (1785)5, which
depicts the farewell of two lovers, the approach of this studio consists of
four steps (see next page).

Figure 2
Adaptation of L'origine de la peinture by Eva Demuynck
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1. looking away
During step 1, the students will be invited to direct their gaze inwards, to
identify an object, a place, a moment, a person, … that they would like to
say goodbye to. These personal experiences of loss will then become the
topics of the students’ individual projects. Step 1 will include a workshop
with Barbara Raes, who runs a workspace for unacknowledged loss called
‘Beyond The Spoken’ (see website).
2. seeing the shadow
During step 2, the students will be invited to direct their gaze outwards, to
relate their intangible losses (see step 1) to tangible places. The students
will then be asked to map their experience of these places, using a medium
of their choice (e.g. perspective drawing, model-making, photography,…).
3. drawing the contour
During step 3, the students will be invited to transform the insights they
have gathered during step 1 and 2 into the design of a memorial space
embedded within the Campo Santo cemetery in Sint-Amandsberg or within
a site of their choice. The human body and making will take up a central
role within the design process. This will allow the students to explore key
themes such as embodiment, touch, eye level, proximity, scale, … . The
students will therefore be asked to present their designs (at least partly)
through drawings made by hand, scale models, … on scale 1:10 to 1:1.
4. adding the frame
During step 4, the students will be invited to reflect on their individual
projects as well as on the various projects of the group as a whole. Based
on this reflection, the students will be asked to write a short abstract of
their work and design a final exhibition revealing both their individual and
collective position(s) as future architects and the meaning of their projects
within the larger context of the design of funerary architecture.

The timing and required output for each of these 4 steps is included
respectively on p. 4 and 5.
Goal(s)
The approach described on p. 2 is aimed at increasing the students’
awareness of place attachment and encourages them to question:
1.
2.
3.
4.

how we relate loss to our bodies, to the material space around us
how we map, visualize, communicate, … person-place attachments
how we can interact with intangible loss through the act of making
how we can approach (the design of) funerary architecture anno
2022

Context
Engagement
This studio is part of the engagement ‘Legacy’. It aims to challenge the
predominant cultural approach to heritage, proposing that we can learn
from looking at our own personal legacies as human beings and future
architects by reflecting on what we can(not) leave behind.
Research Project
This studio is part of the ongoing research project ‘The Embodiment of
Consolation: unlocking the interaction between mourning, drawing and
space’, which aims to uncover how architecture can contribute to the
development of innovative ways of space-making resonating with
contemporary personalized memorial practices. More information about
the project can be found here.
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At the start of the semester, the students who enroll for this design studio
will be invited to participate to this research project by (1) taking part in
this design studio (see p.2 for a description of the studio approach), (2)
taking part in individual open interviews with the studio teacher during the
studio sessions (cf. 1-on-1 discussions of the students’ individual projects),
(3) taking part in focus group interviews together with the other students
during the studio sessions (cf. reviews & group discussion: see timing p. 4),
(4) filling out a short questionnaire at the end of the semester (to evaluate
the students’ experience of their participation) and by (5) taking part in the
aforementioned activities online if necessary (cf. COVID 19 - regulations).
Throughout the semester, the studio teacher will observe the progress and
the experiences of the students and document the activities described
above by means of fieldnotes and video/audio-recordings.
This participation is and remains voluntary, meaning that students are free
to choose to participate to this design studio and the related research
project. The students’ approval will be formalized by means of a written
consent form after the students have received all the necessary
information in the form of an information letter, which the studio teacher
will explain to the students at the start of the semester. The data that the
students choose to share with each other during the studio sessions will
remain confidential by means of a confidentiality undertaking.
Research Group
This studio is connected to the research group The Drawing and The Space
(KU Leuven, Department of Architecture). More info about its members
and activities can be found here.

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1

timing
Activity

Remark

Week 1

Field Trip

Walk Campo Santo + Introduction

Week 2

Workshop

Workshop + Lecture Barbara Raes

Week 3

Studio

Lecture Dr. Liselotte Vroman (TBC)

Week 4

Studio

Week 5

Review 1

Week 6

Studio

Week 7

Studio

Week 8

Studio

Week 9

Studio

Intermediate review of step 1-2

Seminar The Architectural Detail (TBC)

Week 10

Review 2

Intermediate review of step 1-2 + 3

Week 11

Studio

Group Discussion

Week 12

Studio

Week 13

Studio

Prep. of Expo @ Campo Santo (TBC)

Week 14

Final Review

+ Expo @ Sint-Amanduskapel

The different colors applied on the left side of the page indicate (the
introduction of) the 4 different steps of this design studio (see ‘approach’
on p. 2). Step 1-2 and 3 will respectively be concluded at review 1 and 2.
However, students will also be able to circle back to and revise previous
steps during the following steps up until the final review.
procedure of evaluation
The evaluation will involve an assessment of the student’s individual work.
This assessment will include both the work-in-progress and the final work.
As such, the evaluation will be based on weekly presentations by the
students, intermediate reviews and a final review at the end of the
semester (see ‘timing’ & ‘deadlines’). The weekly presentations will take
place individually, in small groups or in the presence of the whole group.
The reviews (intermediate & final) will involve presentations in the
presence of the whole group. The evaluation will be based on the weekly
assessment by the studio teacher and on the assessment by guest critics
attending the reviews (intermediate & final).
evaluation criteria

Step 4

-
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-

the student provides proof of having met the ‘learning outcomes’
(see p.1)
the student presents his/her work through a clear verbal and visual
discourse through which the student makes a contextualized
account of his/her position in the field of architecture
the student provides proof of having met the expected output in
accordance with the set deadlines (see ‘output, deadlines and
formal criteria’)

output, deadlines and formal criteria
Output

Date

Formal criteria

Review 1

16/04/2022

Review of step 1-2
1) documentation of w1: field trip
2) documentation of w2: workshop
3) selection of ‘topic’ + documentation
4) site-mappings (using various media,
format free of choice)
5) first design propositions
(cf. prelude to step 3)

Review 2

04/05/2022

-

25/05/2022

Final Review 01/06/2022
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text of 300-400 words, format TBT
through group discussion in week 11
(for book of abstracts for final review &
exhibition)
Final review of step 1-4:
1) revision(s) of previous review(s)
2) translation of individual project +
(group- & individual) reflection into
exhibition (format free of choice)

Review of step 1-2 +3
1) site analysis of Campo Santo or of
the site chosen by the student (plans,
topographical sections, … on different
scales)
2) documentation of design process:
the drawings and scale models needed
to communicate the project (including
the relationship with its context)
3) construction details (at least 3):
drawn by hand (scale at least 1:10)
4) fragment (at least 1):
Drawing and/or model on scale 1:1

Submission of Written Reflection:

- At every deadline (see above), the required output also needs to be
handed in digitally. Practical arrangements in this regard will be made at
the start of the semester.
- More info about evaluation (e.g. mandatory attendance, respecting
submission deadlines) is formulated on the ECTS course description, which
can be consulted online (in Dutch / in English).
necessary materials
The studio teacher will provide the students with texts for required reading
(if applicable) and will provide them with some documentation on the site
of this studio assignment (Campo Santo Cemetery, Sint-Amandsberg). This
information will be provided to the students on Toledo or via email.
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